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D. Object security is not implemented in Oracle BI Applications 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 65 
What is the significance of the Informatica parameter files: parameterfileOLTP and 
parameterfileDW? 

A. They help in configuring the domain values and other source files 
B. They are generated at run time to provide Informatica, the parameters required for ETL  
C. They hold the predefined task-level parameters defined 
D. They contain the standard paramters for eachtask that is to be configured in DAC 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 66 
Which statement is true about the safe path in SDE and SIL mappings when implementing a 
Type I customization? 

A. The safe path is used by all lookup data and is used to populate variables.  
B. The safe path columns in a mapping should not be duplicated or renamed. 
C. The safe path defines a path through which all extension logic should be routed and is 
indicated in the mapping by a placehoder column named x_Custom. 
D. The safe path defines a path through which all extension logic should be routed and is 
indicated in the mapping by a placehoder column named x_Safepath. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 67 

Which three attributes identify a single set of books?
 

A. Chart of accounts 
B. Currency 
C. Calendar definition 
D. Company name or identifier 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 68 
Which utility is used by the DAC server to lssue commands to read information in the 
Informatica repository? 

A. Ddlimp 
B. cryptotools 
C. pmrep 
D. pmcmd 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 69 
Your organization’s management expresses the need for having specific Web content available 
for specific user groups, including rules that ensure data security. How would you make this 
work/ 

A. Run specified execution plans in DAC and enable data security on user groups in the BI 
repository. 
B. Run specified execution plans in DAC, create session variables and enable data security on 
user groups in the BI repository. 
C. Create session variables to define the user groups, and then enable data and objects security 
in the BI repository. 
D. Create specific dashboards including specific content and enable object security for the user 
groups in the Catalog Manager or Administration link in the web interface. 
E. Answer A and D combined. F. Answer C and D combined. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 70 
After you configure object and data security the user group representatives also express their 
wish to change the workflow order in the Presentation Catalog available to them. How would 
you do that? 
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A. Add new reports or reuse existing reports in Answers and modify the column navigation 
behavior to define the workflow. Addthe first report in the flow on a hig-level dashboard page. 
B. Add or modify guided navigation on a Dashboard page. The link should navigate to a report 
the workflow. 
C. Add or modify links on a Dashboard page. The link should navigate to a report in the 
workflow. 
D. Answer A and B combined 
E. Answer A and C combined 
F. Answer D and E are both possibities 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 71 
Which item under DAC connection information will be modified while promoting the code to 
a new environment? 

A. Execute 
B. Setup 
C. Subject Area 
D. System 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 72 

What is the default location where paramether files are created by DAC? 


A. $DAC_HOME\Informatica\server\parameters 
B. $DAC_HOME\Informatica\parameters 
C. $DAC_HOME\ parameters 
D. $DAC_HOME\ server\infa_shared\BWParam 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 73 

The webcat structure, along with various other presentation parameters are stored in: 
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A. DBFeatures. ini 
B. Instanceconfig. xml 
C. NQSConfig. ini 
D. Repository File (.rpd) 

Answer: D 
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